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hip shortages in the semiconductor
industry are reported every day in the
media due to the impact of the COVID19 pandemic on the global supply chain.

During the on-set of the pandemic,
certain industries cut their demand in anticipation of
slower consumption of their products. Meanwhile, the
“work from home” became a global business mandate
due to lockdowns imposed by governments as part of
employee safe management measures. This resulted
in very strong demand for computers, notebooks,
servers, printers and other such peripheral devices to
support the working from home environment. At the
same time, the world witnessed

5

a significant growth in social media activities such
as Facebook, LinkedIn, Netflix and so on. This
created an upside demand for infrastructure and
server markets. All these products have a high
content of semiconductor components.
Another industry that has been hit hard by
semiconductor shortage is automotive. Demand for
semiconductor chips in the automotive industry
continues to outstrip the supply. “We are witnessing
car manufacturers shutting lines down due to chip
shortage,” says Dr John Nelson, President and CEO,
UTAC. A couple of wafer fab fires in Japan didn’t
help! Making matters worse, surges in the number
of COVID-19 infections
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are affecting factories in Southeast Asia such as Malaysia,
Indonesia and Thailand where they have faced understaffing
and shutdowns. Clearly, the work from home requirements
plus the strong recovery in the automotive industry have
placed a high demand that cannot be supported in the near
term by the semiconductor industry.
Unfortunately, the industry is seeing shortage of and
increasing prices for materials across the global supply chain.
Both inflationary effects and higher demand are driving up
costs of precious metals that are being used daily in our
production floors. At the same time, cycle time for materials
and equipment remains at an all-time high. Ultimately, much
of these costs will have to be passed up through the supply
chain to the end-consumer. In fact, this is

develop and produce highly complex packaging solutions for
sensors for automotive applications. With significant exposure
to the automotive market, UTAC holds quality as key and of
utmost importance. The company continues to proliferate
these high-quality standards to other markets and products
as well.
UTAC has an extensive wafer sort and final test capability
to support all semiconductor device types like analog, mixedsignal, logic, memory, CMOS image sensors, accelerometer
MEMS sensors, radiofrequency for radar, near field
communications and similar RFID devices. Each of UTAC’s
factories located in Thailand, China, Singapore, Malaysia,
and Indonesia has a full-turnkey product flow with very low
single digit defects per billion (not million) parts shipped.

an excellent time to be in the semiconductor industry!
Headquartered in Singapore, UTAC has been working
tirelessly to ensure that chips are delivered to their IDM,
Fabless and Foundry customers during these challenging times
while meeting the highest quality standards. The company
provides assembly and test services for industries like
communications, consumer electronics, automotive, security,
industrial and medical applications. “Thirtyfive percent of the products that we assemble and test for
customers go to automotive and industrial applications,” says
Dr Nelson. “Communications, which is mostly linked with
mobile devices these days, is around 25 percent of our market.”
Thirty percent of our revenue comes from tests, highest among
the OSATs.
Years of expertise in assembly and testing has enabled
UTAC to successfully serve the automotive industry
demanding the highest level of quality. UTAC has been
expanding its capacity to address the growing demand
for sensors used in most of the cars today. The company
conducts joint development projects with its customers to

UTAC’s nine factories offer semiconductor assembly
services to its clients such as Leadless Packages, Wafer Level
Packages, laminate package, image sensor package, Security
Smart Card Module and Smart Card Inlay in addition to others.
The company ships over 1.5 billion units per month from their
nine manufacturing sites. They work closely with their
customers to understand their design, performance and
reliability requirements and utilize various design and
simulation tools to accelerate time-to-market.
UTAC has been able to service its customers across the
world, with its largest region being the U.S., followed by
Europe and Japan. Although the company has limited
exposure in China in terms of customers, UTAC is building
two new factories in China. “We feel that by having factories
in China, we can participate in the growth that’s happening
in the country,” says Dr Nelson. “We see Chinese companies
wanting to buy products in China, and it also helps our U.S.
and European clients who want to sell their chips to a Chinese
market but who don’t have manufacturing capability there.”
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As brands seek new ways to keep up with the market demands,
outsourcing part of the production requirement to flexible and
responsive contract manufacturers can be a game-changing decision
for them. With reduced risk, better quality, and enhanced scalability,
brands can plan to expand their product lines for the future. A host of
new-age contract manufacturers employ not only experts who have a
strong understanding of the intricacies involved in the production of
a particular product but also have strong knowledge of the best
practices to work around the predicaments. They follow standard
operating procedures and carry out due diligence to ensure the item
under production meets the necessary compliance and quality
standards. They also focus on continuous training and education to
ensure their workforce has the material handling and proper
equipment maintenance know-how.
Businesses experience a ton of benefits when they contract with
the right manufacturing company. Perhaps the most significant benefit
is the ability to center its efforts on its core competencies instead of
adding a whole other layer to its business model. This freedom to focus
on what they’re good at allows them to excel in these areas and hand
off the manufacturing work outside of their scope. Picking the right
contract manufacturer should take some time and research. Taking
the time to find the right one can help you establish a long-lasting
working relationship with the right contract manufacturer. To help CIOs
navigate through the list of contract manufacturing companies, our
distinguished selection panel, comprising CEOs, CIOs and VCs, industry
analysts, and the editorial board of Manufacturing Technology Insights
APAC, narrowed the Top 10 Electronics Contract Manufacturing
Companies that exhibit competence in delivering robust and efficient
solutions and services.
We present to you Manufacturing Technology Insights’ “Top 10
Electronics Contract Manufacturing Companies in APAC – 2021.”
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ASE Group Global
aseglobal.com

ASE is one of the world’s largest providers of outsourced semiconductor
manufacturing services in assembly and test (OSAT), and, a leading provider of
electronic manufacturing services (EMS) through its sister company, USI

Compal
compal.com

As one of the world’s leading manufacturers of notebook PCs, smart devices,
data center equipment and LCD products, Compal takes pride in bringing
breakthrough design concepts to life with world class R&D, manufacturing and
supply chain management

Entech Electronics
entechel.com

Entech Electronics offers custom tailored products and services for today’s
energy conscious consumers

Flex
flex.com

Electrical and electronic manufacturing organization that helps a diverse
customer base design and build products that improve the world

Foreshot
foreshot.com.tw

Foreshot has over 2,000 highly skilled engineers, product designers, and
operation workers to maintain its high technology and quality products

Foxconn
foxconn.com

Foxconn is the leading technological solution provider and it continuously
leverages its expertise in software and hardware to integrate its unique
manufacturing systems with emerging technologies

Keytronic
keytronic.com

Keytronic is an industry leading EMS supplier that offers complete product
design and manufacturing capabilities including plastic molding, metal
fabrication, and finishing, PCB assembly, full product assembly, and testing
functions, all under one roof in a cost-effective footprint

TPV Electronic Technology
tpv-tech.com

Committed to integrating its own technological solutions to provide
enterprise-level users in various industries with smart display solutions

UTAC
utacgroup.com

An independent provider of assembly and test services for a broad range of
semiconductor chips with diversified end uses

WanFeng Precision
Electronics
chinapcbsmt.com

Offer one-stop service from PCB designing, manufacturing to PCB assembling,
testing and housing with in-time delivery after more than 18 years of successful
experience on the global EMS market
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UTAC HEADQUARTERS IS KCR CERTIFIED
UTAC successfully obtained KCR Certification with its good practices across the entire supply
chain which included manufacturing, packing, storage, and transportation. UTAC has also
been certified for Secure Trade Partnership (STP) / Secure Trade Partnership Plus (STPPlus) by Singapore Customs.
What is Known Consignor (KC)?
Singapore implemented the Known Consignor Regime (KCR) on 1st July 2021. It is a security
measure to further enhance air cargo security on commercial aircrafts in view of the global
terrorist threat and this is a requirement by the International Civil Aviation Organization.
Consignors may register to be Known Consignors (KCs) and be included in the List of KCs
maintained by the Singapore Police. KCs who ship their cargo via Regulated Air Cargo
Agents will enjoy random screening of their known cargo as they would have already adopted
an acceptable level of security in their business operations.

Benefits for Known Consignors
As a Known Consignor, UTAC can ship its cargo via Regulated Air Cargo Agents (RCAR)
and enjoy a lower screening quantum of their known cargo, as opposed to full screening. As
such, we can export goods to our customers faster.
UTAC will continue to collaborate with the Singapore Police and Customs and participate in
all their programmes to gain more confidence from customers.
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UTAC has successfully qualified
a CMOS image sensor using a
9.0 mm x 8.0 mm iBGA
package to the demanding
AEC-Q100 Grade 2 standard
for one of its key customers.
Meeting the AEC-Q100
standard is very challenging as
the package needs to meet
stringent requirements on
reliability, safety and quality.
During the qualification,
devices are subjected to
elevated temperature and humidity, temperature cycling and high-temperature operation. Internal
wire bonds in the devices are required to endure pull testing to confirm their integrity.
According to a recent report by Yole Developpement (www.yole.fr), the automotive image sensor
market was worth in excess of $1,440M in 2020 and is expected to grow 13% CAGR for the next 5
years, significantly outpacing the growth of image sensors in other applications. Image sensing is an
important growth market globally with the devices being embedded in smartphones and tablets as
well as being used for medical, security and industrial applications. In the automotive sector, almost
all modern vehicles now contain several image sensors for safety applications such as object detection,
360-degree view, black box cameras, traffic sign recognition, reversing cameras, driver monitoring
etc.
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Caption: Post LG + Plasma Dicing

UTAC is further underlining its strength in advanced wafer process solutions. The company has added stateof-the-art plasma dicing and multi-project wafer (MPW) capabilities to its range of advanced semiconductor
manufacturing solutions.
Plasma dicing allows narrow scribe street width between dies, resulting in the increase in the number of dies
per wafer. It gives “near-perfect” dicing quality without any chipping and/or cracking and is a differentiated
advantage over the conventional mechanical sawing process, which gives chronic sidewall quality issues.
Additionally, plasma dicing enables processing of different die in the same wafer. MPW allows sharing mask
and wafer processes, thus enabling semiconductor companies to reduce overall cost and time-to-market by
validating several designs using a single wafer. Qualification of new chips becomes much faster with shorter
development cycle time. Additionally, with 100 percent die utilization, there is waste-free dicing. After dicing,
the different MPW die sizes can be reconstituted on separate wafer frames for shipment to the customers.
This new capability enables UTAC to provide full turnkey MPW services.
UTAC’s plasma dicing capabilities can be extended to bumped solder ball and Cu pillar solutions as well as
non-bumped wafers. There are no reliability issues for exposed AlCu pads, and no degradation of ball shear
strength. UTAC can offer a pass reliability of THS 85C/85%RH at 1000 hours.
UTAC is one of the first OSATs to have successfully implemented plasma dicing in Singapore. It offers the
benefits of being able to increase the device quantity per wafer and more importantly the benefits of being
able to dice multi-project wafers which can significantly shorten the cycle time of new product introduction.
Earlier this year, UTAC acquired a wafer bumping facility in Singapore to complement its state-of-the-art
WLCSP back-end processing capability on the island. The successful qualification and implementation of plasma
dicing of wafers is another key milestone for UTAC’s advanced packaging capability.
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Outstanding Service Award from Elmos

On 22 July 2021, one of our customers, Elmos, presented UTL with the “Appreciation Award for Year 2020” for
our diligence and dedicated effort amid the COVID-19 pandemic for the following reasons:
•

Consistent high operation efficiency with consistent throughput

•

Proactive on inventory management with one LF for all

•

Continuously sourcing for new LF or materials vendors

•

Positive customer experience with UTAC Team

•

Dedicated and competent team members.
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WE DID IT AGAIN! At the recent HR Excellence Awards Virtual Ceremony 2021 held on 5 November, UTAC
Headquarters (UHQ) was announced the SILVER award winner for Excellence in Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR). The HR Excellence Awards is the region’s most sought-after and prestigious HR programme organized
by the Human Resources Online. There was a total of 10 finalists (including Global Foundries and Micron) that
competed in this category, and we are proud to emerge as one of the winners. This is a testament to the
effectiveness of our CSR framework and our on-going commitment towards sustainability, EHS compliance
and community outreach.
Since the inception of our CSR framework in 2012, we have made significant improvements in our sustainability
efforts such as the reduction in CO2 emission of some 4,700 tonnes per year through the implementation of
the chiller retrofit project and the consolidation of factory space. Our management also supported the formation
of the CSR Committee in 2020 as part of Singapore’s Small Group Activities (SGA) programme to further promote
good corporate citizenship through activities such as blood donation drives, charity runs, etc.
We would like to thank our CEO, John Nelson and USG GM, Maheson Palaniyandi for their leadership and
support. Special thanks to our Regional Coordinator, Lim Koon Guan; QA/EHS Head, Quek How Chai; CSR
Committee Advisor, Looi Choon Poh; CSR Committee Chairman, Matthew Chua and all UTAC employees for
making this award possible. CSR is a long-term commitment so let’s continue to ride on our success to make
our CSR programmes more robust to achieve even more significant impact in protecting our environment and
people.

John Nelson (CEO) received the trophy at the award presentation ceremony
with Matthew Chua (Chairman of CSR Committee), Jasmine Ng (Senior HR
Director) & Sin Choon (Corp Senior HR Manager).
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The UTAC SG HR team and key contributors celebrating the win virtually.
Top row (left to right): Looi, Federick, Jasmine, Koon Guan.
Middle row (left to right): Maheson, Matthew, Teresa.
Bottom row (left to right): John, Wee Ling, Quek, Sin Choon.
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On 22 September 2021, the Bangkok Provincial Labor Protection and Welfare Office committees (The
Ministry of Labor) visited UTL to present the Outstanding Establishment Award Ceremony on Labor
Relations and Welfare.
This award was presented to UTL1 (UTAC Thailand Head office) and received by Dr. Nathapong
Suthiwongsunthorn, GM of UTL. This is the first time that UTL has been awarded in 2021 for its
excellent practices and establishment of labor relations at the national level.
For UTL2, the awards were received by Mr. Pusit Lawanyawatna, representing UTL2 Management, on
21 September 2021 at the awards event held at the Suntara Wellness Resort & Hotel in Chachoengsao
Province.
The award recognizes UTL’s effort in reducing and preventing labor conflicts that could arise at the
workplace. By encouraging employers and employees to jointly develop good labor relations and
management practices, it has resulted in employees having a good quality of life and being happy at
work.
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The Provincial Labor Protection and Welfare Office committees (The Ministry of Labor) presented award
certificates to all the sites in UTAC
Thailand (UTL1 Head Office, UTL2 &
UTL3) in the recognition of 2021
excellent practices establishment on
Occupational Safety and Healthy
National Level (Gold Level). This is
the 1st time for such an
achievement.
The main award was presented to
UTL1 (Head Office) and received by
Dr. Nathapong Suthiwongsunthorn,
GM of UTL on 23 September 2021.
For UTL2 & UTL3, the awards were
received by Mr. Udom Ketnirat and
Mr. Siripong Kamonchaiwanit,
Management of EHS Department on 21 September 2021.
To achieve the Thailand Safety Management Award, UTL worked with public health officials and stakeholders
to strengthen safety and the prevention of disease in its plants in Thailand. This aligns with the company’s
commitment to provide a safe and happy workplace for its employees.
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To promote the development of industrial
talents and to build a “Skilled Talents City”, the
local government of Dongguan, the city in
which UDG is located, embarked on a “One
Town One Course” Program for direct labors
working in the city.
UDG has responded actively to the
government’s initiative by participating in the
program and one-month skills training sessions
were organized for line operators/technicians.
The courses covered TTT for line trainers,
Inspection Skills for QC, Line English, Positive Thinking skills, to name a few.
With support from the local government, the training courses were jointly conducted by our HR training team
and an online training team. 231 line operators participated in this training over a total 4411 hours! Both the
trainer and trainee received training subsidy from the government after the successful completion of the
course. From the post-course feedback, participants appreciated and recognized the importance of this training
and many line operators hope the course will be conducted again next year.
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The month of June marks China National Safety Month and on 11 June 2021 UDG successfully launched its
very first Safety Week.
There were 3 components to the UDG Safety Week: Safety Slogan, Safety Knowledge Quiz and Safety Training.
Employees were encouraged to submit their ideas and suggestions and many colleagues participated. The
Security Committee received 88 contributions for the slogan activity. The two best slogans were selected and
printed onto banners for display around UDG, and another three slogans were selected to be used as computer
screen savers. A total of 221 colleagues took part in the quiz and 102 of them achieved full marks!
Safety Week will become an annual event in UDG; the aim is to improve safety awareness for everyone.

Screen Saver

Safety Knowledge Quiz

Congratulations to all winners
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On May 20, 2021, UDG held its annual “520” activities as part of fund raising for charity. You may be wondering
why we called it “520” charity activities? It is because the numbers 5, 2, 0 sound like “I Love you” when said
out loud in Mandarin
For the Charity Dance, 9 teams from different departments presented wonderful dance performances.
Participants included HODs, managers, and line employees.
479 employees participated in the charity run for fund raising. Collectively, our colleagues ran a total of 276
KMs and the raised RMB 60,310. UDG donated the funds raised to sponsor free lunches for school children
living in mountainous areas. The donations helped provide children in need with good, nutritious meals.
Thank you to all involved in this activity. To appreciate our efforts, the children from the school sent photos to
say thank you to UTAC.
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To commemorate World Environment Day, UID participated in
the planting of mangrove trees along the Muara Baru Beach,
Karawang on 9 June 2021. The event was initiated by KIIC
Management and attended by representatives from all the
companies in the KIIC industrial area.
The local communities strongly believe that mangrove trees
play an important role in preventing coastal erosion and
seawater intrusion. The trees also help to create new habitats
for marine animals such as shrimp, fish and crabs and overtime,
aid in the emergence of new ecosystems. A total of 1000 mangrove trees were planted along the coastline
of Muara Baru. Everyone is confident that these mangrove trees can help in the prevention of abrasion and
erosion of the coastal area of Muara Baru.

The theme for World Environment Day 2021 was “Ecosystem Restoration” and UID contributed in the recovery
and conservation of ecosystems by various activities. One of the key activities was the Eco Green event
organized on 5 June 2021 in commemoration of the World Environment Day.
A total of 106 trees consisting of palm trees and several types of fruits were planted within the compound of
UID to protect the surrounding environment. This event was coordinated by the HR GA Department with the
help of several employees from the HSE team. Everyone in UID is looking forward to Eco Green activities
next year!

Fruit plantation
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As part of the annual CSR activities, the UTL Foundation (San-Fun-Pan-Roy-Yim) Committee met to discuss
which charitable causes to support and make donations.
On 3 April 2021, the Management and UTL Foundation committee members visited Baantoongplor school in
the Sukhothai province to present 80 scholarships as well as donate sports equipment and clothing to the
students. A lunch was arranged at the school too.
Through the collective effort of UTL employees, cash donations totalling THB 135,895 was raised for the
school which was received with much appreciation.
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On 2 June 2021, Dr. Nathapong Suthiwongsunthorn, GM of UTL and Foundation committee members visited
the Ministry of Social Development and Human Security.
To help people affected by the 3rd wave of the coronavirus in Thailand, UTL donated healthy, nutritious products
and food items which were packed into hamper bags for distribution via the Ministry of Social Development
and Human Security.
We are glad that through the generosity and collective efforts of our UTL employees, we donated THB40,000
worth of essential food items as well as raise THB 136,000 in cash donations.
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On 9 June 2021, Dr. Nathapong Suthiwongsunthorn, the Management team and UTL employee representatives
visited 10 hospitals in Bangkok and neighbouring provinces to present cash donations that had been collected
from employees and from the UTL Foundation to help these hospitals purchase medical equipment needed
to treat COVID-19 patients. Cartons of face masks were also presented to the hospitals.
A total of THB 1,360,000 cash was collected which meant UTL was able to make donations of THB136,000 to
each of the 10 hospitals:
• Bangpakong District Health office
• Bangpakong Hospital
• Phutasothorn Hospital in Chachoengsao province
• Ratchpipat Hospital in Bangkok
• Karoonrat Hospital in Bangkok
• Bangsaothong Hospital in Samutprakarn province
• Charoenkrungpracharuk Hospital in Bangkok
• Sirinthorn Hospital in Bangkok
• KMITL Hospital Foundation in Bangkok
• Raj Pracha Samasai Institute
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UTL Scholarships are an
important component of our
internal CSR activities where
the recipients are the children
of UTL employees. This year,
54 scholarships were handed
out.
The scholarship recipients
were selected by a panel of
committee members based
on the established company
guidelines and criteria. The 7persons panel consisted of the
management representatives
and Welfare Committee
members from each factory.
Each selected employee received a THB5,000 scholarship. The total value of all the scholarships
presented at the UTL scholarship ceremony was THB270,000.
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Many people in Bangkok have been affected by the COVID-19 pandemic and in need of help. From
20 - 23 July 2021, UTL employee representatives went to the field hospitals and the local communities
to donate 500 boxes of packed lunch and 1000 bottles of mineral water. UTL spent a THB25,000 on
this meaningful event.
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To maintain a safe working environment in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic, UTL has organized
a vaccination programme for its employees by providing the SINOPHARM vaccine to prevent the
spread of coronavirus. The administration of the 1st dose was from 11–13 July 2021 and the 2nd
dose was arranged 3 weeks later from 1-10 August 2021.

To date, more than 95% of UTL employees have received the 1st dose of the vaccination and
more than 70% of employees have been vaccinated with the 2nd dose. The remaining 30% are in
the process of getting the AstraZeneca vaccine via the Social Security Administration. The plan is
for all employees to be fully vaccinated by November 2021.
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COVID-19 vaccination program
Since 1st August 2021 and to help speed up the COVID-19 vaccination program in Malaysia, the government
has permitted private hospitals to facilitate this program to help achieve herd immunity against the COVID-19
deadly virus. As part of this effort to speed up the vaccination progress in UMY, the Management approached
and collaborated with Pantai Hospital in Melaka. Since 4th August 2021, more than 200 employees have been
inoculated under this program. They were given the Sinovac vaccine.

On-site RTK test

Promoting vaccination program

Company employees who are present in the premises
are required to undergo bi-weekly RTK Antigen tests
approved by the Health Ministry of Malaysia. The tests
can be done via self-testing or at health facilities.

To ensure as many employees in UMY as possible
could receive the vaccine to save lives in the fastest
possible time, the UMY Management has been
educating and promoting the vaccination program
through various methods including a video, poster
display, conducting briefings and organizing a UMY Tshirt redemption upon completion of the 1st dose of
the vaccine. More than 98% of UMY employees
registered and agreed to be vaccinated.

UMY opted for the self-testing method and the first
bi-weekly RTK tests were conducted on 8th to 10th
September 2021. A total of 303 employees took the
RTK test and all tested negative.
This RTK test arrangement was done with support
from HR and ERT members.
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Covid-19 Audit by Government Authorities is one of the activities and requirements by the Malaysia
Government as assurance that any organization which has been given the approval to operate, fully complies
with regulations and SOP mandated by the Government. Among the main SOPs are reduced number of
employees who can work on site, the compulsory wearing of facemasks, social distancing, body temperature
checks before entry to factory and a sanitization schedule.
UMY has taken necessary actions to comply with all UTAC and Government requirements. To date, 7 audits
have been conducted in UMY by various government authorities such as the Health Ministry, DOSH, MITI and
Police. The majority of these audits were ad-hoc spot audits, therefore, when the results of audits showed
zero non-compliance, it bolstered UMY’s confidence that everyone was complying and adhering to all the
required SOPs.
Moving forward, UMY is committed to ensuring full compliance to sustain the Covid-19 SOPs.
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UTAC cycling enthusiasts, whether ‘’pros” or beginners, got the opportunity to gear-up and have fun on their
bikes as UTAC launched its first-ever 100KM virtual cycling challenge from July 31 to September 19, 2021.
Over 100 participants took part in the event, where they
had to complete at least 100KMs in a single session or over
multiple rides with a minimum distance of 15KMs per
session. Congratulations and well done everyone on
clocking almost 30,000 KMs in total!
During the event, the participants not only enjoyed taking
numerous selfies and photos of the scenic routes and
places, they also had fun riding along route patterns that
resembled animals, different shapes such as the Merlion
that was used during Singapore’s National Day
celebrations.

Come rain or shine, the participants were all out to
complete their rides. Most did it to keep fit and healthy,
some were in it to enjoy the beautiful sceneries and what
nature had to offer, whilst others took it as a challenge

to push their limits. Whatever the reason and
different personal goals, everyone encouraged
and supported each other through the WhatsApp
chatgroup that was created for the event. The
experience brought about lots of camaraderie
and a strong bonding spirit within the group.
Every participant who accomplished the
challenge and satisfied the criteria received a
medal and a sports bottle. The top 3 participants
who clocked the highest number of KMs were also awarded with additional gift vouchers.
We are grateful for everyone’s participation and strong support that helped make the event a great success!
We look forward to your participation in our next event!
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The Covid-19 pandemic has been distressing for
companies and their employees, and in UTAC
there has been no exception. As part of the
company’s pro-active efforts, UTAC partnered
with AIA to organize the Mental Wellness
(Parenting) program on “Family Togetherness in
Difficult Times” for UTAC employees so that they
could have some ideas or advice on how to cope
with family and work during this challenging
time.
The webinar was held on 20 August 2021 via
Zoom. The speaker was Mrs. Patrice Pedjoe-Lee.
The topics covered during this session included
building good family communication on how to
deal with fears and uncertainties, learning to
recognize and use individual strengths, and
building positive family interactions.
Our employees enjoyed a meaningful session on
family bonding and some simple tips on
conversation starters during family times such
as meal times. The importance of teaching our

children how to express their feelings by using the
right words so that parents could help and support
them was highlighted. The speaker also shared her
counselling experience with a family that she helped
and how this family overcame the difficult situation
they were in.
The event ended with a lively Q&A session.
Participants asked questions and shared their
experiences on how they were coping with their
family during this Covid-19 period.
The Canteen Committee will continue to organise
similar talks in the future for the well-being of our
colleagues.
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The festival Hari Raya Aidilfitri or Hari Raya Puasa marks the end
of Ramadan Season. Ramadan in Islam refers to the ninth month
of the Islamic calendar and the holy month of fasting. It begins
and ends with the appearance of the crescent moon.
Despite the COVID-19 Phase 2 Heighten Alert and restrictions
imposed by safe distancing measures, the USG Canteen
Committee organised Hari Raya festive treats for employees who
were working on-site at the USG1 and USG2 canteens on 18 and
20 May 2021.
All employees working on site enjoyed a traditional meal prepared
by our canteen caterer Eat What. Employees who were on
normal shift or working from home were each given $5 canteen
voucher which were valid till end of August 2021.
We took the opportunity to wish all our colleagues a “Selamat
Hari Raya”! We hoped everyone had a memorable and enjoyable
time during this festive season and to stay safe during this
pandemic period!

In conjunction with Hari Raya celebrations and as an
appreciation to employees for their untiring hard work &
support rendered to the Company in the middle of the COVID19 pandemic outbreak, Hari Raya hampers was distributed to
all employees including internship students on 4th & 5th May
2021. A total of 400 hampers were given out on these 2 days.
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April signifies the start of the Thai new year which is traditionally celebrated by the Songkran Festival. Under
what has become a “new normal” COVID-19 environment, the 3 UTL sites had to organize scaled-down
activities that could still keep with tradition yet prevent the spread of the coronavirus. Small group prayer
ceremonies were held and traditional snacks and food was prepared and given out free to everyone.
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